ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the finite element software and simulation technology, finite element analysis has been widely used in engineering, gaining momentum in analyzing the static and dynamic characteristics of structures, equipment, etc. [1] . Modal analysis is the fundamental dynamic finite element analysis, and a numerical technique to calculate the vibration characteristics (i.e. natural frequencies and formation) of structures and equipment [2] .
As a theoretical mathematical modeling process, modal analysis is the field of discretizing vibration structures and seeking the solutions to system eigenvalues and eigenvectors with approximation approaches and finite element analysis [3] . In finite element software, the result of model analysis is used to determine the natural frequencies and modes of a structure, and modal analysis is the basis of other kinetic analyses such as response dynamics analysis, harmonic response analysis and transient analysis [4] .
In the finite element analysis of the equipment, the finite element mesh exerts measurable influence on calculation accuracy. Theoretically, smaller mesh size means higher calculation precision, but with the increase in finite element meshes, the computational efficiency is reduced, and in some cases, mesh refinement alone does not achieve desired results. In this paper, we studied on the influence of finite element mesh division precision on the modal analysis result of the welding machine for offshore platform which is designed according to the Tianjin Marine Economic Science and Technology Development Program--Research on doublesided steel structure welding technology and the welding equipment of structure reinforcement in Marine Engineering (KJXH2013-14).
THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MODAL ANALYSIS
Modal analysis is an approach to study the dynamic characteristics of a structure, and modality is the inherent vibration characteristics of mechanical structures. The latter one determines the structure's response to dynamic loads, each of which has a specific natural frequency, damping ratio and mode shape. Therefore, modal analysis must be carried out before other dynamic analyses.
In engineering practice, vibration systems are continuous elastic bodies, which theoretically belong to a system of infinite degree of freedom and need to be described by a continuous model. But the vibration system is always simplified as a model of finite degrees of freedom. In doing so, the system is abstracted as a model of lumped blocks and elastic elements [5] [6] [7] . Thus, the dynamic properties of a structure can be described by N-order matrix differential equations, i.e., the general dynamic equation is as follow:
In the formula, [M] , [C] and [K] are the respective mass matrix, damping matrix and individual matrix, {ü}, { }, {u} are the structure's respective acceleration vector, velocity vector and displacement vector, and {F(t)} is the excitation vector of the structure.
In conducting modal analysis, we assume F(t) = 0 and ignore [C] . The natural frequency of the structure is determined by the properties of the structure itself, independent of the external load; the damping has little effect on the natural frequency and mode of the structure [8] .
The general dynamic equation under free vibration (free of external load and neglecting damping effect) is as follow:
When resonance occurs, u = Usin(ωt), and the equation becomes:
For the modal analysis of a structure, its natural circular frequency ω i and formation φ i are derivable from the matrix equation above, and the equation root or eigenvalue is ω i 2 , i ranging from 1 to the numerical number of degrees of freedom. The corresponding vector is the eigenvector {u} i . The square root of the eigenvalue is ω i , which expresses the natural circular frequency structure (rad/s) and thus we calculate the natural frequency f i = ω i /2π. {u} i represents vector formation or structure mode in the engineering sense, which is the structure shape when vibrating at the frequency of f i . Thus, the natural frequencies of the system and their corresponding modes of vibration can be solved. Modal extraction is only used to describe eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SOLID MODEL
In establishing a finite element analysis model, we combine parametric modeling and feature-based solid modeling to effectively realize the output requirements of the full-scale simulation model [9] . The UG-based parametric modeling method allows the size and parameters of various part in the welding machine for offshore platform be modified at any time according to the design results; With feature modeling, the equipment model can be finished by operations of superimposing, intersecting, cutting, etc. In the process of modeling, in order to reduce the number of model features and mesh elements and shorten the computation time, some insignificant features such as small round corners and small holes are excluded. After the solid model is established, the UG modeling module interface can be directly switched to the UG / CAE pre-processing module to further complete the work of finite element meshing, which avoids the model distortion in the data transfer process between software [10] .
The main structure and characteristics of the welding machine are constructed as follows to meet the design requirements (Du et al., 2014). Based on the working conditions and technical requirements of welding machine for offshore platform, the main structure and characteristics are designed, and the final design model structure is shown in Figure 1 .
As can be seen from Figure 1 , the welding machine for offshore platform has a very complex structure with a variety of chains, bearing holes, connecting holes, etc. In the finite element analysis, the model mush be simplified appropriately lest the model complexity will cause extra troubles to our follow-up work.
In order to ref lect the structural and mechanical characteristics, the simplification must follow the following principles:
1) Represent the structural geometry and force transmission route of the model in an accurate manner. 2) Apply the quality equivalent method by removing small bearing bores/bodies and chamfering secondary parts. 
FNITE MODEL MESH DIVISION
In the finite element simulation analysis, the meshing of the finite element is particularly important as the main preprocessing part. The quality of division is directly related to the simulation scale, speed, the subsequent finite element calculation, the accuracy of analysis results and the success of computing. Meanwhile, mesh division involves element shape and type, topology type, the choice of mesh generator, grid density, geometric speed, etc. [11, 12] .
In dividing finite element meshes, the element type must be determined first, and the results obtained by different element types are different. If all the structural elements are ideally composed of equilateral triangle, square, tetrahedron or cube hexahedron, the simulation accuracy should be close to the actual value. However, as this situation is rarely seen in practical engineering structures, it is necessary to select those mesh types and shapes that can fit for model characteristics, to improve mesh quality and the precision of solutions [13] . Mesh quality is generally considered from the aspects of distortion and aspect ratio. The ideal side ratio of meshes is 1:1. On the premise of uniform mesh size, the calculation result will be less accurate if the side ratio becomes larger. However, when the meshes are intensified in parallel in a certain direction, the mesh size will decrease, which contributes to precise calculation, while the aspect ratio will increase, which reduces calculation precision [14] .
Based on the above analysis, in the finite element mesh, in order to truly reflect the structure and the actual situation of welding machine for offshore platform, the high-order 3D 20-node Solid186 is chosen to simulate the structure of different parts. The solid structure unit has a quadratic displacement mode to simulate irregular grids. It also supports the simulation of the parts with high plasticity, super elasticity, creep, stress, toughness, deformation, strain and spatial anisotropy. Once some nodes overlap, hexahedron units will degrade into tetrahedrons, wedges, pyramids or prisms [15] , as shown in Figure 3 .
The density of mesh directly affects the accuracy of calculation results and the size of the calculation scale. Generally, if the mesh number increases, the calculation precision can be improved, which is equal to the enhanced finite element convergence. However, the computation scale will increase greatly at the same time. And the calculation accuracy is increase very rarely once the mesh number increase to a certain extent, while the calculation scale is much larger. Therefore, the grid number should be decided taking the account of both computation scale and calculation precision. Generally, in calculating the structural dynamic characteristics, fewer grids can be used in calculating loworder modes; but more grids are required for high-order modes. Grids should be divided finer in the structure where mutation happens.
Finite element meshing is done by using adaptive partition strategy, so that the meshes can be refined or coarsened continuously in the iteration process in areas with abrupt changes. In this way, mesh points distribution is coupled with physical solution to improve the precision and resolution ratio of solutions. When the relevance in meshing are 80 and 40 respectively, mesh quality is inspected in terms of aspect ratio, area ratio or volume ratio, twist degree and density transition.
The mesh is divided by different relevance, and the number of elements and nodes are obtained, as shown in table 1: The mesh results at the relevance of 80 is shown in Figure 3 :
The mesh quality inspection result at the relevance of 80 is shown as Figure 4 :
MODAL ANALYSIS
The welding machine for offshore platform must meet the requirement of NVH (Noise, Vibration, Harshness), and the natural frequency is the main factor to evaluate the NVH characteristics of the structure and to determine the accuracy of the vibration response. Natural frequency is an important means to avoid the resonance between mechanical parts and the structure [16] . Therefore, it is a must to conduct modal analysis on the welding machine for offshore platform, lest there are unnecessary noises or resonance in the structure. At the same time, modal analysis is the basis of seismic response spectrum analysis. The modal analysis method can determine the natural frequency and vibration mode at any order, through which the structure's modal characteristics can be determined in a frequency range vulnerable to changes to achieve the goal of predicting the possible actual vibration responses in this frequency range under the action of various seismic focuses [17] . In order to carry out the seismic response spectrum analysis, the structure's natural frequencies and vibration modes must be calculated out through modal analysis.
Generally, all modes do not play a role in the seismic response of welding machine for offshore platform. In order to ensure the precision and accuracy of seismic calculation results, additional modes of modal mass participation coefficients should be used [18] . In this calculation, if the modal mass reached the request of 90% of the total mass, the participation coefficient of vibration modes must be evaluated to identify which vibration modes play a major role in the subsequent earthquake load. In this way, we can select adequate vibration modes.
Modal analysis mainly uses the methods of subspace iteration and Block Lanczos. The method of subspace iteration is mainly suitable for solving the problem of extracting a few order modes in the large-scale eigenvalue problem, and the complete mass and stiffness matrix used in the method has high precision. However, demands for mesh quality are high and the calculation time is long [19] . The method of Block Lanczos uses a sparse matrix solver with similar precisions, responds well to ill-conditioned matrixes, and is quite time-saving. However, demands for memory are high and the method is limited to the case of extracting multi-order modes with large degrees of freedom [20] . In this paper, to improve the speed of calculation, Block Lanczos is used in modal analysis.
Before the modal analysis, it is necessary to set the boundary conditions of the welding machine for offshore platform [21] . The boundary conditions of welding machine in the actual operation process are very complex, which not only renders loading difficult to achieve, but increases the calculation load of finite element analysis [22] . To facilitate loading and simplify the calculation, the boundary conditions and loading should be equivalent. The welding machine for offshore platform model is an assembly in which all parts are connected with sliding pairs and revolute pairs [23] . Surface constraints are applied between the two parts, and the corresponding units are formatted automatically on the constrained surfaces. Then, the corresponding units are connected to form a complete and continuous [24] . The entire welding machine for offshore platform is connected with the base through the bottom connecting hole. Fixed support is applied to the surface of the bottom connecting rod. The welding machine for offshore platform is mainly subjected to the following longterm, stabile loads:
1) The gravity of the welding machine itself, which is simulated by applying the standard gravity along the Z-direction, g=9806.6mm/s2; 2) The gravity of the welding flux and the motor on the left, which is properly magnified into the gravity loads.
3) The gravity of the submerged arc welding machine on the right, which is properly magnified into the gravity loads. According to the actual working conditions of the welding machine for offshore platform, the boundary conditions and load models of the equivalent welding machine are shown in Figure 5 . In order to compare the influence of different grid numbers on the modal analysis, the frequency and formation of modal analysis at respective low and high orders (first-order, secondorder, fourth-order and fiftieth-order) are extracted in the process of morphological analysis. The modal frequencies at each order under different relevance are shown in the Table 2 .
In fact, for the pre-stressed non-free modal analysis which only responds greatly to low-order frequencies, we can simplify the analysis by analyzing the first ten frequencies and the corresponding vibration modes.
It can be seen from Table 2 that the natural frequency of the model increases with the increase of the order. The rated speed of the welding machine motor is 1500r / min and the excitation frequency is 25Hz. It can be seen from the modal analysis that the frequency of the model and the fundamental frequency of the welding operator differ little at the fourth order, meaning the easiness to resonate [25] . But after analysis, the equivalent participation quality of the welding machine is 18.6 %, so there are no security risks in welding machine for offshore platform.
The various modes of vibration distribution in different conditions of grid division are shown in Figure 6 : It can be seen from the modal analysis results that the difference between frequencies and between amplitudes under different meshing precisions are less than 10% at the first/second/ fourth order but more than 10% at the fiftieth order. Therefore, for the low-order modal analysis, the partitioning accuracy of the mesh has little effect on the modal analysis results [26] . For the high-order modal analysis, the meshing accuracy of the mesh has a great influence on the modal analysis results. In the low-order modal analysis, the accuracy of meshing can be slightly lower to increase the speed of the calculation; while in the high-order modal analysis, we should try to improve the accuracy of meshing to obtain more accurate results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, mesh division is carried out under different precisions in a welding machine for offshore platform, on whose basis the modal analysis is conducted. The main conclusions are as follows:
In the case that the solution accuracy meets the requirements, the difference between modal frequencies obtained by finite element modal analysis in different precision levels is small, and the modal formation is basically the same.
When the finite element method is used in low frequency modal analysis, the number of meshes can be appropriately reduced to improve the computational efficiency in the conditions to meet the accuracy requirements.
When the finite element method is used in high frequency modal analysis, it is necessary to increase the number of meshes to improve the precision of solutions without failing the accuracy requirements. 
